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About the Book
Democracy appears to have become a universal standard of legitimate rule in Europe today. But behind the façade are a number of unanswered questions, foremost among them how to relate democracy beyond the state especially at the EU level to democracy within the state. This important new text provides a wide-ranging assessment of the theory and practice of democracy at all levels in Europe today and explores what the European experience can contribute to a broader understanding of the relationship between democracy, globalization, peace and political community.

CONTENTS: Introduction - Democracy Within the State - Varieties of Democracy Within the State - Varieties of Democracy Beyond the State? The Case of the European Union - Promoting Democracy in the New Europe - Assessing Democracy in the New Europe - Challenges to Democracy in the New Europe - Democracy Within and Beyond the State: A Complementary Relationship
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The New Europe
A major new series of concise overview state of the art texts designed to present the latest research on key aspects of contemporary Europe to a broad student and serious general interest readership. The series will be published in association with the 'One Europe or Several' ESRC programme of which Helen Wallace is Director - the largest such programme of research ever carried out - and will sit alongside a series of research books One Europe or Several to be published by the Academic Division.
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